Let π be a continuous representation of a Lie group G in a finite dimensional real vector space V. Denote by HQ(G,V) the cohomology with empty supports in the sense of Sze-tsen Hu. If L is the Lie algebra of G, π induces an L-module structure on V and there is the associated cohomology H(L,V) of Chevalley-Eilenberg. Our main result is the construction of an isomorphism H Π 
(G, V) ^ H(L, V).

This is preceded by a closer analysis of H U {G, V).
It is clear from the definition that to know H Ώ {G, V), it suffices to know an arbitrary neighbourhood of 1 in G and its action on V. The totality of neighbourhoods of 1 in 6? may be regarded as an object of a more fine nature than a local group; we call it a group germ. More precisely, a group germ is defined as a group object in the category Γ of topological germs [18] . The Eilenberg-MacLane definition [3] of the cohomology of an abstract group is carried over from the category of sets to Γ (i.e., from groups to group germs). Thus for any group germs g, α, where a is abelian, and any ^-action on a, we have cohomology groups H(g, a). It turns out that H Ώ (G, V) H (g, a) for a suitable choice of g and α, in all dimensions > 1. To cope with dim 0 and 1 it seems convenient to introduce the concept of an action of a group germ g on an abelian topological group A and associate with this a cohomology H(g, A). This is only a slight modification of the previous H(g, α), so that both cohomologies coincide in dimensions >1 and H ι 
{g, A) is a quotient of H^g, α), if a is suitably related to A. (H°(g, A) is the subgroup of ^-stable elements of A and H°(g, a) is always trivial). One now has H Π (G, V) ~ H(g, V)
in all dimensions, for a group germ g corresponding to G.
We are grateful to W.T. van Est for his comments on an earlier version of this paper which have resulted in many improvements. We omit the straightforward verification. As a conclusion, all finite products exist in Γ. Let S be a zero object in T, i.e., a onepoint set, and denote the zero object [S] in Γ by e. Any morphism in Γ which factorizes through e will be denoted by 0. DEFINITION. A group object in Γ will be called a group germ. The category of group germs will be denoted by GrΓ.
We recall the definitions. A group object in Γ is an object ge Γ together with morphisms μ: g x g-^g, v: g -> g such that μ(μ x 1) = μ(l x μ) (i.e., associativity), v 2 = id and
(TΓ; are the product projections; all diagrams drawn are assumed to commute). A morphism g -» g f in GrΓ is a φ\ g -•#' in Γ such that μ'(φ x φ) = φμ and V f φ = £>2Λ Let /ί be the category of local topological groups. Following ([8] , p. 393) we mean by a local topological group an abstract local group in the sense of Malcev [15] together with a topology on the set Q of its elements such that the map {x,y)\-+ xy~ι is continuous on the domain of its definition and that domain is open in Q x Q. 
(1, α) = sc and both 9>(α;, φ(y, z)), φ(φ(x, y), z) are defined and equal for all x,y,ze V, (iv) j(P) c V and ^-r^* F-> P is the identity on P.
Put Q = Pf) Γ\P).
Then i(Q) c Q and i 2 = identity on Q. Define or 1 = j(x). For any x,yeQ say that #?/ is defined if and only if <p(x, y) e Q, and if this is so, put xy = φ(x, y). Then QeΛ and g = UQ.
2* Cohomology of group germs* Let τ: g x g -> g x # be the transposition morphism of the product. Call g e GrΓ abelian if g x 9 -? 9 x 9-^9 equals μ. Note that for such g and any b e Γ, hom Γ (δ, #) has a structure of an abelian group (obtained by applying the functor hom Γ (6, -): Γ 1 -• Sets to the diagrams defining g). Given α, ge GrΓ, where a is abelian, call a:g x a-+a a g-actίon
Then each δ^ is a morphism of abelian groups. (This is easily shown for i > 0; for i = 0 one needs the first diagram in the definition of a g-action). Now let δφ = Σo^i^+i(-l)^ By direct verification (or by the proof of the Theorem in § 4) one sees that δ 2 = 0. ; denote it by δ°p. Then §° is a morhism of abelian groups depending only on the ^-action on A. Moreover one verifies easily that δδ° = 0, where δ: Φ 1 -+φ 2 was defined in §2.
DEFINITION. For any ^-action on A, H(g, A) will denote the cohomology of Φ:
There is a description of JΏΓ(cj r, A) using the local group cohomology of W. T. van Est. For QeΛ, an abelian topological group A and a Q-action m on A, let H(Q, A) be the cohomology defined as in [8] (or, in terms of cotriads, in [19] ), but based on continuous cochains. Any Q'-action m r on A such that Q' cQ and m | Q' x A -m r will be called contained in m. If this is so, the restriction of cochains yields a map Proof. Suppose m: Q x A-> A, where QeΛ, represents the fraction. Replacing Q by a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 1, if needed, we may assume that Q is enlargeable (i.e., Q is a local subgroup of a group; [8], p. 393). Let G be the abstract group with the following presentation by generators and relations: Q is the set of generators and for x lf * ,x n eQ, x L x 2 ' x n = 1 is a defining relation if and only if this equality holds in the local group Q, after a suitable placement of brackets. The enlargeability of Q implies that the obvious map Q -* G is injective; we use it to identify Q with a subset of G. The topology on Q defines now a fundamental system of neighbourhoods in G ( 
H(Q,A)-+H(Q,A).
PROPOSITION. For any g-action on A, H(g, A) = lim__> H(Q, A), £&e dίrecί limit being taken over the partially ordered by inclusion (and directed) set of all Q-actίons on A representing the g-actίon.
. Its cohomology is by definition H Π (G, V).
Consider now, for each n^l, the map C n -• Φ n (see Definition, § 3) given by /ι-> [/]. Let C° -> Φ° be the identity. All these maps are morphisms of abelian groups and they define a cochain map of C into Φ. Since G x x G is completely regular at 1 ([16] , p. 29), each C n -• Φ w is an epimorphism. Clearly its kernel is Cf. Therefore the cochain map C->Φ induces an isomorphism C-> Φ.
REMARK. The cohomology of C has been discussed in [4] - [7] , [9] , [11] , [12] and [17] . 5* Cohomology of Lie group germs* A local topological group Q will be called a local Lie group if the space Q admits an analytic manifold structure such that the map (x, y) \-> xy~ι is analytic on the open submanifold of Q x Q on which it is defined. Any such manifold structure on Q is unique ( [10] , p. 107).
Let g e GrΓ.
We shall call g a Lie group germ if g = UQ for some local Lie group Q. The Lie algebra of any such Q will be called the Lie algebra of g; it is easy to see that the latter is well defined.
Given a Lie algebra L and an L-module V which is a finite dimensional real vector space, let H(L, V) denote the ChevalleyEilenberg cohomology [1] . THEOREM 
If g is a Lie group germ with Lie algebra L, then for every g-action on a finite dimensional vector space V, H(g, V) -H(L, V).
Here the L-module structure of V is defined by the (/-action as follows. 
PROPOSITION. H( d C) ~ H(C) .
Proof. We shall modify a construction due to G. D. Mostow ([17] , p. 33) so that it becomes applicable modulo the locally trivial cochains.
Let K be the complex of F-valued, continuous, homogeneous cochains on G with homogeneous coboundary (K n = F n (G, V) in the notation of [17] ). Let K x be the subcomplex of locally trivial cochains and put K -K\K X . Denote by d KczK the subcomplex of smooth cochains and
, p. 54) obviously carries K x and d K into C t and d C respectively. Hence it will suffice to prove that H(y):
Let <%£ denote the family of neighbourhoods of 1 in G, and choose a sequence φ 0 , <p 19 
As well known, this implies H( d C) a H(L, V).
We begin by defining satisfy the following local normalization condition: for each fe°F s , there is a Q e ^ such that f(x 19 , x s ) = 0 whenever χ lf , x s e Q and at least one a?* equals 1.
r F° is, for each r ^ 1, the space of V-valued r-linear alternating functions on L, and °F° -F.
For each xeG, let | ev. G -* G be the right translation i/ *-• 3/ί » Denote by pi the induced map on the tangent bundle. We shall identify L with the tangent space to G at 1. For each XeL,X will denote the right invariant vector field (i.e., satisfying pξX = X for all x) taking at 1 the value X.
Occasionally an fe r F s will be interpreted as a differential form on G, depending on the parameter (x 2 , , x s ) e G x x G which, for fixed value of the parameter, takes at X^* 9 X r and x t eG the value f(X 19 , X r , x 19 •••,$,). The morphisms For r ^ 1, and any x 2 , , x s e G, the restriction α)/ | Q is a closed r-form on Q. Hence the Poincare lemma ( [13] , p. 87) implies the existence of an (r -l)-form μ on Q such that dμ = ω f . The proof of Poincare lemma shows that μ depends smoothly on the parameter (x 2J " ', x s ) e Q x -" x Q (where smoothness is understood in the sense of [7] , §1) Let φ be a smooth real-valued function on G, identically equal to 1 in some neighbourhood of the identity and vanishing outside some neighbourhood of the identity whose closure is contained in Q. 
